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In constast to the situation in I& where a 2qhert with double tangent balls at each point 
rnwt be tamely ~tw!~, in !$ there exist witd (n. - I)@~es in R” for n r 3 with this same 
geometric praperty.J&mwer, if the sphere C is tam2 mod& a subset X that lies in a polyhedron 
P that .is tame in C,’ tk dime&on of P is tew than n -2, R >4, and Z: has double tangent bails 
oik+r X, th& .S mias”%~ t&d-i@lV. Mso if the tarigent balls extend wwx P and are. pairwise 
con;gnsen?, t~~diq&w@&.kq~@i~ on.9 can & dropped. Examples are given to support ths 
t 
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is an exterkw tungen~ Ml. When G has both an interior and 8x1 exteric;r tangent 
ball at each point of a subset X of x9 2 is said to have do&& tangent balls ow 
X. A unifornt collection ol’ tangent balls is one in which every ball has tk s8me radius. 
The surprising failure of this strong geometric property to tame (n - I)-spheres 
in R” for It > 3 leaves open the search for similar but stronger geometric proeerties 
sufficient to do the task. Somewhat in this VP’ .L we preseat aming theorems here 
with hypotheses in addition to the double tangent balls. The general setting for 
most of these theorems has Ys as an (n - l)-sphere topologically erabedded in BP” 
()I> 4) in such a way that C has double tangen! balls over II subpolyh&on P that 
is tamely embedded in G and such that C i:; locally tame at points of 2 -R 
Conclusions 
dimensional 
about the tameness of C are deduced in various ituations including 
restrictions on P and sometimes additional uniform size conditions on 
the double tangent balls. For exarziple, the addition of a uniform xmdition on the 
double tangent balls is enough to con&de C is tame (Theorem 5.3) with no other 
hypotheses. If the uniform condition is dropped the same conclusion about 2 is 
drawn provided the dimension of P is bs thaq fl - 2 (Corollary 5.2). The situation 
where the dimension of P ts n - 2 remains an open question, unkss ths; tangent 
balls have uniform size. However, there are examples of codimension one wild 
spheres in QB”, for n z 3, having double tangent balls over the entire sphere with 
the wild sets taking on every dimension from 0 to and including n -2 (see Section 
4). On the other hand, there exist no such examples where the wild set is a 
polyhedron (see Theorem 5.4 in this connection). 
2. Definition and notation 
The (II- 1 )-sphere of radius 1 centered at the origin 0 of Euclidean n-space iRn 
is denoted by S”. I, while the n-ball of radius t is denoted by B”. Under :he 
standard metric for W, N@, e) denotes the open ball of radius in centered at pc 
Often R” is considered as the subspace Wk x (0) of Rk xW”-~ = R”, and in this sense 
r : R” + R” .. 1 is the natural projection map. For a subset A of BB”, A* is defined as 
X- ‘(w(A)), although the notation for the line (p}” is shortened to p* when p E IR”. 
If h/ is an open subset cg Rk and f: U + R is a ~81 valued function such that the 
partial derivatives of f of ;II orders sexist and are continuous, then f is said to be 
di#ewntiab/e (i.e., ‘differentiable’ means C”). A function f : U + IR” is d$erentiabCg 
if each of its coordinate fuwtions is diflerentiablle. Let Df den& the Jacobian 
rnatri~ off. If A4 is a k-manifold contained in R”, M is said to be sma~thly ~cmbe&kd 
at a point p of M if there is an open set V in $8” and a homeomorphism kr of V 
k. Let U be an open su a di~erenti~b~e functi 
L+t M be an (n - 1)umanifold inR”, A line L is said to pitvcc! M at 
ati for: some F > 0, the two component8 of (L -{p)) nN( p, L?) lie in differetat 
components of Iv(~p$&) -En. A bail 4s defined to be tangent o M at p exactly as 
was,done relative to a sphere 2 in Section 1, and M is said to have $oubke tangent 
balls at p if there me two balls tangent to M at p with centers q and cz such that 
the line L through cl and c2 pierces A4 at p and’p separates cl from c2 in L. 
The boundary of a manifold M is denoted by Bd MT and if Z is an (n s- l)-sphere 
in IV’, Int C and Ext C are used to denote bounded and unbounded components 
of W” - 2, respectively. The closure of a set A is denoted by Cl A, and dim P de-notes 
the dimension of a polyhedron P. The boundary of a chain c will be denoted by 
ac and its carrier will be denoted by Ic 1. All homoio y groups will bIe with integer 
coefficients. 
Familiarity with the P-WLC properties and taming theorems iti assumed. In 
particular, an *(n - l)-sphere in IJV (n # 4) is tame if and only if Iw” -C is l-ULC 
(uniformly locally l-connected) [1,6,7], The set R” - S is 1-Ul.X if and only if 
08” --C is 1-LC (locally l-connected) at each point p of C. This means tirat small 
loops close to p in R” - Yr bound small disks in W” -2. A good reference is[4]. 
3. Smooth manifolds bave dolabie tangent balls 
Lemma 3.1. Let iJ be a neighborhood of the origin Q in lFY1, let f : U + R be a 
dz’fferent%ble function such that f(0) = 0 and all of the first order pa&al derivatives 
of f evaluated at 0 we 0, and let M denote the graph of f (that is, M is the 
(n - I)-manifold ((x, f(x)) 1 x E U} in R”). 7%en M lam double tartgmt balls at the 
origifi (0, f(0)) in IV. 
Proof, Let Q be a positive number so small that the absolute values of all second 
directional derivatives off on the set &“-I are less than l/a. Define g : US”-’ + R 
bY 
g(x)=a-&“-x.x . 
The graph of g gives the lower half of the boundary of the ball B(a) of radius a 
in 88” centered at (0,8,. . . , 0, a). Notice that for each unit vector u and each t, 
66 t < U, the second+directional derivative l?&(tH) * 1 /a, Define F : aa”- + R by 
F(x) = g(x) - f(x). Then F( )=0 and F(x)>0 for x# . To verify this assertion 
let IOI ba a unit vector in IV-’ and consider G(t) = F(m), IfI c a. Then C(0) = 0, 
Therefore, the ball 
at (0, 0, . * s , 
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Proof. Let h : V 3 R” be a horrleamorphism onto 1 neighborhood uf p i1.1 M as 
promised by the definition of ~4 smooth embedding, We may a;tsume in a&Won 
that 0 E V, p = 0, h (0) = 0, and Dh(O), as a linear transfor?lation, ma “‘-‘4vnto 
( ‘I- ’ x (0)) c R?. Hence, DE n, * h)(O) = 7p 0 Dh(O) is invertible. By inverse 
function theorem, (n 0 rt )- ’ exists and is differentiable on so,me neighborWxi U 
of 0 in “-‘.Letg=h~~~~oh)-*.Foreachx~: ?, 
If f : V + R iq the nth coordinate function of g, then the graph of J is precisely thy 
image of g and is a neighborhood of p in M Furthermore, f(O)= 0 and all first 
order partial derivatives of f evaluated at 0 are 0. Since all ,the hypotheses of 
Lemma 3.1 are satisfied it follows that M has double tangent balls at p. 
Daverman and Loveland [9] proved rrhat an (n - l)-sphere 2 in R” (n >3) can 
he adjusted with a space homeomorphism h so that H(Z) has uniform double 
tangent balls over its wild set X provided X is a Cantor set that is tame in R”. if 
C is irviid and h 5s chosen so that h (X) is smoothly embedded modulo h(X), then 
Theorem 3.2 implies h(Z) is a wild sphere with double tangent balls at each of its 
points. It follows from the Kirby-Siebenmann Product Structure Theorem [13, p. 
3 1 ] that, ar least for n 3 -+, the embedding h 12 -X can be approximated by such 
;d smooth embedding. Indeed, it is possible to rework well-known facts aisout 
topological embeddings and decomposition spaces to approximate h 1 .Z -X in any 
dimension, by bare hands, with a smooth embedding. Rather than presenting the 
lengthy details, we merely claim the result in the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.3. For n > 3 there exists a wild (n - I)-sphere and a tame Can&w set X 
in ” such that X c C arid C -X is smoothly embedded in IJK .ln fact, such spheres 
eni::r with double tangent balls at each point and with uniform double tangent balls 
ot’e:’ X. 
e dimension of the wil set of codimension one spheres with doubie tangent 
Let W be t le sizer of wild points of an (n - I)-sphere 2 topologically embedded 
‘I. The modification i) Daverman-Loveland example (Theorem 3.3) yields 
%%a- CL If 32s anycnonempty, closed, nowhere dense subset of the (n - l)-sphere 
Seti1 (n >3), then there is m embedding k of S”-’ into IFV swh that 
(1) h restricted to X is the iikentity, 
(2) h(S”*‘“) has dcuble tangent balls everywhere and uniform double taggent bails 
over XI 
(3) X is a pmper subset of the wild set W of h(S”-I), 
(4) -W-X is O-dimensional, and hence dim W = dim X. 
Proof. Consider S”-’ as a subset of !,R”, and let (xi) be a sequence of distinct points 
of S”--’ -X so that X is precisely the set of limit points of 1.~1, x2, x3, The 
union C of the set <of all interior and exterior tangent balls to S”-’ at points of X 
having radius 4 is closed. Let {ed} be a sequence of positive riumbers converging to 
zero chosen inductively SO that N(t;, et) A C = Bfor each i and N(xi, Ei) n N(xi, Ei) = fJ 
for i SC j. outside Uz, N(x,, cI) 5 is defined to be the identity. To define h in 
Uz 1 N(Si+ et) let & be a sphere as described in Theorem 3.3 lying in N (xl, E,) - S’* -I, 
run a smooth tube from S”- ’ out to a tame (n - 1)~cell Bi of Zi, and define h so 
that &-& is a subset of r”l(S”-I). This is accomplished so that the wild set of 
h(SnW’)nN(xi, EI) is the wild set of & Since the wild set of h(S”-*) is closed, 
X = h(X) is a proper su.:>set of it, and the set W -X is clearly O-dimensional. 
Points in X have double tangent balls of radius 4 lying in C, and other points of 
h(S”-‘) have double tangent balls because of smoothness conditions on the tubes, 
Theorem 3.2, and because ach of the xi has such tangent balls. 
Corollary 8.2. FOF each integer k (0 s k s E - 2) there is a wild (II - l)-s@~~ C in 
lRn (n ‘)c 3) such that the dimension of the wild set of C is k and C has double tmgent 
balls at each of its points. 
Proof. This follows easily from Theorem 4.1 by choosing X to have dimension k.
Another interesting method of producing spheres with double tangent balls is 
to take a rigid spin (see [5]) of any of the previous examples. This technique can 
be used to raise the dimensions of both the sphere and its wild set. If the original 
sphere has uniform double tangent balls over some set X, then the spun sphere 
will also have uniform double tangent balls over the spin of X. 
fl 
0nlB ent %s 
and such that 2 is locally tame modulo X mule be tame 
D;;sverman and Loveland [9, Corollary 3.21 made a mod@t.aNt%q%%n tibdire&ue 
by adding two additional hypotheses - that the $ims@on of X be less than n -3 
arlld that C - X be l-ULC, We also include our best attempts toward isolating the 
appropriate high dimensional theorem. 
Yheorern 5.1. Let C be an (n - I)-sphere embedded in R” (n >4) 80 that 1: has 
dotable tangent balk over X and S -X is localiy tame. If X lies ita a polyhedron P 
that is tame in Z and P has dimension less than n - 2, then C is tame in IR”, 
t 1 
Corollaxy 5.2. If 2 is an (n - l)-sphere ipt W (n > 4) such that E is ltxally tame 
ntodrrlo a polyhedron P in Ys, P is tame in X, dim P < n - 2, crnd s itas double tangent 
halls over P, then C is tame. 
The advantage ofCorollary 5.2 over Corollary 3.2 of [9] is in the case dim P = N - 3 
which does not fall within the dimensional restrictions given there. Corollary 5.2 
has the extra hypothesis that P is a tame polyhedron - a condition ot required in 
[9]; however, when dim P = n - 3 it can be seen from Corollary 4.2 that requiring 
P to be polyhedral is essential, Theorem 5.1 is false if dim P = n - 1; let P = C in 
the examples of Section 3, Whether Theorem 5.1 tnd its Corollary are true in the 
remaining case, where dim P = n - 2, is unknown to us. However, two related 
theorems, having no dimensional restriction on P, we true. 
Theorem 5.3. If C is an (n - l)-sphere in R” (n > 4) such that C is locally tame 
module a polyhedron P in 2, P is tamely embedded in X, and C hns uniform double 
tatrgent balls over P, then Z is tame. 
Notice that the existence of uniform double tangent bails over the whole sphere 
implies that the sphere is tame 19, Corolk-y 2.31, but the wild spheres of Section 
3 have uniform double tangent balls over their wild sets, 
Theorem 5.4. mere &es not exist a wild (n - l)-sp)iere C in IF’ (n B 4) w&h the 
folio wing pruperties : 
( 1) C !ias double tangent balls over its wild set W: 
12) W i:F a polyhedron ; and 
(3) W is tame in C. 
In tfle presence of the other hypotheses inthese resufts, the tangent ball condition 
may seem superfluous; however it is required. Consider a Fox-Artin 2-sphere S 
two wiId points (see Figure 4 in [ 11]), arA let 2 be the kfold 
suspension of S in k+3. The wild set of Z is a k-dimensional sphere (~oiyh~dro~) 
s is s to afs o 
Proof, Let p E T and E > 0 be given. L+t, B be an (n -- 2)-cell in T n N( p, E), Since i _,. 
th” &ti~~;h&@lojgy &ups of W” --‘EM B. and N(,p, E) -Bd gjl are isomorphic to 
the integ& there, are 2mchains zl and x2 whose carriers lie in N(p, E) - % and 
iV(p, e) i (T - dnt B), resiectively, such that zr f z2 represents he generator of the 
se&n& h&&logy group of both R” - Bd B and N( up, E) - Bd & We claim that the 
I-C)&~+lZ* = -hz~ links T, If y is trivial in Rn - T, then there is a 2=chain zs 
whose carrier lies in R” - T so that az3 = y. If Bd B is considered as an (n - 3).cycle 
then Bd B’boundtsr l3 and T uint B in the complements of Iz~=-z~) and 122 + z3] 
respectively. Hen&, by linking theory [lo, p. 2021 z1 - zf and zz + 23 must represent 
the trivial element of the second homology group of R” -Bd B. But this would 
imply 21 -z3+z2+23 e z1 + 22 also represents he trivial element, which is a contra- 
diction. Similarly it can be shown that every non-zero multiple of y is homologicallv 
nontrivial in Wn - T. 
Let C’ be an orientedl disk with holes, and let M be a closeci (n - I)-manifoki in 
R” containing two subsets A and B such that (A, B) is horneomorphic with the 
ball pair (l3’-’ 9 Bnm3)* For each p E Int J3 assrdme the line p* pierces M at p and 
that there is aa ep > 0 such that for each q E t?, q* n N(p, E,,) (7 M = {q}, 
Lemma 5.6. lit addition to the conditions and notation of the previous paragraph, 
let P c int B, let the positive number IZ, be sm& enough thnt N(p, EJ n M c Int A, 
letT=%nN(p,q,),andletT’= T* n N(p, E@). 7Ren there exists a S > 0 such that, 
for each map f : Bd C + N( p, 6) n (M - B) that represents the zero element in 
Ht(N(p, EJ - T’), f can be extended to a map f : C -ic N(p, q,) ~7 (M - B). 
Proof. Let A’ be an (n - l)-ball in Ai with p in its interior so that A’c N(p, Q,,) 
and (A’, A’nB) is also homeomorphic to the ball pair (ET-*, 4Y3); let A’ n % = 8’; 
let 8 > 0 be chosen so that N(c, 8) n.M c A’; and let M’ be the compc:lnent of 
M r~ N( p, F,,) that contains pe Since M’ is orientable N( p, eP) - Ml has two com- 
ponents which are called Q+ and Q_. Since p* pierces M at p, the two comscijnents 
’ of p*nN(p, QJ-&} lie in different Lzomponcnts of N(p, E~)-M’. 
Since N(p, q,) is homesmorphic with R”, Lemma 5.5 insures the existence *f a 
l-cycle y in Q+ - T’ close to JP* that links T’ in N(p, q,). In Iyl* nN(p, eP) there 
is a homotopy between y and a l-cycle y’ in Q.. . If y is chosen small enough, this 
hon Dtopy between y and y’ meets M’ in Int A’. Hence, a cycle rQ can lx found i 
,J;. thw fl must be nontrivii%l in A’ - .B I9 FIrurn this 
somo~~ic ta the integers irt Gail be proven that a 
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in HItA'-B'). But the fundament group of A’~W ia AbeNan; hence,, a-loop 
that bounds homlogkdiy &a bounds homot~~i~a~~y. This fact allawar the desired 
extension of f to a map p; 2 + A’ -BP. 
*In addition to t:ne hypotheses before tht: previous lemma, WR now assume that 
A - B is tamely embedded in R? Much of the notation develowd i$ the p$evious 
lemma will be ascd here. Furthermoxe, the tine p* is taken tQ be parrlie to the 
,r,-axis and, by convention p* n Q+ is above p* R Q.* (meaning that the nth coordin- 
ate of any point of p*n Q, is greater than the rprth coordinate of any point of 
Lemmn 5.7. For each point p in Int B the set R” -M is l-LC at p. 
Pro& Let G > 0 be given, choose Q, GE al; in the statement of Lemma 5.6, and 
then choose a corresponding S as promised by the conclusion of Lemma 5.6. Now 
choose ,5’ > 0 so that each map f : Bd I32 + h’( p$ 8”) -M bounds a disk in either 
Cl Q+ nN(p, S)orCl Cl?-..nNQp, 6). Wectaimthatanymapf:BdBZ+V(~, S’)-M 
bounds in N( p, E) - M, No generality is lost with t?nz assumption f(&i I?‘) c Q+. 
After extending f to f:B2 + Cl Q, nN( p3 S), push the image uf F upward by 
increasing the r!th coordinate slightly for points in Int B2, T’hc reauItin8 map is 
called f Notice that ,?(B’) n B = 0 and fU3”) n 7” (3 Q-.. = 8. Modify f on fnt B” to 
get a map g that still has the intersection properties of the previous sentence and 
so that g is in general position with respect to A.. Let c be a component of 
g ‘(Cl 8;s Th en C is a disk with holes and g(Bd C) c N(p, 8) n (M - 43). Since 
<<(C)n T’==&g refstricted to Bd C represents the zero element in &(.N(p, Q) - T’). 
3y the previous lemma we can redefine g on the interior of each component of 
F lKI1 0-J toge*p : a map i so that &B2) c N(p, E,,), &B”) n Q- = 0, and &B’)nB = 
9. Since A -B is tamely embedded, the collar on A can be used to push the map 
.i off M, and the proof is finished. 
j_f 2 is an (n - 1 )-sphere in R” and ,4 3s c1 subset of G O~.W ~hkh .X 
double tangent balls, hen for each rlc E A there is an 8 > 6 and a wnscm 
n such rdmt eoery lime of the fhw~ x+ to, :I e R, that meets N(u, 6) CIA Wxwcts 
!Wa, E) A 2 j’s exactly a single pht and pierces .X at the point. 
I?roof of Theorem 5.1, Let W be the closure of the set over which 
“De l-LG. Then W c X c P, If W fails to contain an open subset of some (n - 
3)-simplex of P, then G - W is 1ULC and Corollary 3.2 of [9] implies W rz= 4). 
Therefore, suppose that W contains an (n - 3).simplex o” that is tamely embedded 
in .Z. lsy the addendum to Lemma 5.8 there exist a E Int q E > 0, and vector v 
(which may be assumed to point in the direction of the positive ~,~-axis) suc,h that, 
for each b E N(a, E) n 0; b* n L3 n N(a, E $ = {lb} and b* pierces Z at b. Now Lemma 
5.7 Ppplies to show that Rn 4 is loLC at each point of P: nN(a, P), which is a 
contradiction, The desired conclusion that W = 12b follows. 
%MN! of Theorem 5.3. From Lemma 5.8 (or Corollary 2.3 of [9]) it follows that 
X is tameiy embedded at the interior of any (n - 1)-simplex of P, Let x E Int u 
where c is an (n -2)~simplex of P. We will show R” -4 is l-LC at x. L,et 
f : Bd B* + Tn - C be a map whose image is close to X, and let f : B* + R”’ be a map 
extending f whose image is also close to x such that f{B’) is contained in the 
closure of the complementary domain of ZT that contains f(Bd B’). By Lemma 5.8 
we may assume that +&B’) is contained in a small neighborhood N(x, E) of x so 
that for each point y e N(x, E) A rr, y* n N(x, 6) nC = {y). By the upward push 
technique used in the proof of Lemma 5.7, we modify f on Int B2 to obtain f close 
to f so that f(B’) does not meet Q. Since C -0 is 14JLC it is now possible to 
modify the map f on Int B” by cutting it off on 1c -Q and pushing it away from C 
to get a new map g so that g(B”) nG = 8, Thus, R” -Z: is l-LC at each point in 
the interior or’ each (n -&simplex of P, Therefore, the wild set is contained in a 
polyhedron of dimension less than n - 2 over which G has double -tangent balls, 
and Corollary 5.2 applies to complete the proof. 
By f9], dim W 6 n - 2. But; if dim W =; n - 2, then, 
;.a, 
by the 
an (PE - 2).simplex ar can be found over which R” --&X is 
f Theorem 5.3. Hence we arrive at the contri,dictioF that 
Int G n W = 8. Therefore dim < ft - 2, Theor =8, an 
is tams. 
DavermcJtn a d Loveland [8] proved that a Ssphere in 833’ is tame if it has uniform 
interior taqgent balls, thus answering Lovehd’s question [ 143. There are examties 
of wild codfmension e spheres in higher dimension4 spaces with uniform interior 
tailgent ba%s [5]; however, the foilowixq~ q estk~n is unanswered if n > 3, 
Question 5.11. Let C be an (n - &sphere in 88” that has uniform interior tangent 
balls. Must C u ht C be an n-cell? 
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